Legendary Leader™
Direct. Mediate. Coach.
Every good manager, in the quest of personal and professional
growth, looks to external resources for advice, guidance, and insight.
This willingness to seek out new knowledge and ask for feedback
from respected sources can be invaluable in the development from
manager to leader.
As a leader in training and business solutions, Signature Worldwide
has worked with thousands of leaders, teams and top-notch
executives across the country, and discovered that the most admired
and inspirational leaders are attuned to what is going on in the
moment, both externally and internally.
Signature’s Legendary Leader™ course covers:
• Natural behavioral tendencies and how to consciously adapt as
varying situations arise

Description
This one- or two-day training session takes leaders at all levels on a
quest of personal and professional growth. An online assessment
allows the class to be personalized for each participant, while he
or she learns to identify and adapt natural behavioral tendencies;
lead teams to legendary results, identify leadership traps, distinguish
between habits and rituals; and become more personally accountable
in a leadership role.

Who Should Attend?
Any individual who wants to become a more intuitive communicator
and a legendary leader in both their personal and professional lives:
• Executives

• Leadership actions needed to create win/win relationships and
get legendary results with a team

• Managers

• Five questions that will help an individual become a legendary
leader

• Team Leads

• Supervisors

• Leadership traps and how to get out of them

Learning Objectives

• Leadership habits vs. leadership rituals

With the completion of this program, participants will become
legendary leaders by learning to:

• Personal accountability.
Becoming a legendary leader starts with understanding yourself
and the impact you have on others. Legendary leaders are strongly
centered so that the chaos of the external environment doesn’t
interfere with their wisdom and good intentions. This ability to be
completely aware and focused in the moment enables leaders to
have enough energy to handle stress, to have a clear head to focus,
and to make good decisions.
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• Accelerate his or her ability to get great results within a team
• Identify leadership traps
• Distinguish between leadership habits and rituals
• Demonstrate how to become more personally accountable.
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